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Bug fixes  

View original/View copy buttons on journals, were using last archive destination rather than 
screen. 
Preview progress form update, – if multiple preview progress forms were open, closing one was 
closing all, preventing multi reports preview. 
When exporting multiple reports selection, range on export query becomes too long and some 
reports might be cut out of export. 
Subreport value pack hotfix: solves problem when subreport is packed in Value add dialog. The 
valuePack field was missing in value base packs. 
Query report via batch error when executing query based reports in batch. 
LACRunQueryDataContract was missing updated query, when repacking after dialog was shown. 
Also LaserNet screen was possible option when running in batch. 
Cannot edit report in Visual Studio after “Fix report” 

Query preview was generating form controls with names that already exists 

added compatibility when subreports used as value for email body. 

New rename and sort xsl style sheets code – preventing AOS crash on BATCH execution, due to 

.NET XSLCompiledTransform stack overflow exception, shrinking xsl size and improving 

performance. 

One form now can be setup as journal reprint form on more than one report. 
Updated parameters setup and validation of webservice/webserver (to get rid of annoying message 

about not setup webserver on new company). 

Various fixes for segmented value entry in forms 

Import/export updated not to crash on import when style sheet fields contains a lot of data. Fields 

are cleared on exporting and importing, and automatic generation of these fields added after 

import. 

Report loader incorrect call from AutoDiscovery. 

Separate MOXL fixing process, to avoid “” Labels errors. 

Crashing of progress bar on SalesInvoice validation. 

 

 

 

Enhancements  

CU7 compliant 

German language support in GUI 

Subreports can now carry attachments with them into main report. 
Fix wizard update – there was problem with section keys in grouped tablixes – RecId was not 
possible to use directly and First() had to be used. 
Enabled refresh style sheet for multiple reports at once (multi selection refresh). 
Security update to hide default buttons on journal forms for standard users. 
4 new labels added to en-us, en-gb and da label files. 
Archiving copy and originals. Extra field added to archive to identify copies. 
Element name illegal characters removal. Also added it in validation. 
Archiving hiding of other destinations when printed to screen. 
 

 


